
Rocca di Papa, 13 December 2014
Conference Call: “The Gift”

OPENING AND GREETINGS

 (music)
BJ: What is this for?
Double U: It’s for….? (pause) Try to give it to me!
(music )
BJ:  Wow! Another one! 
(music)

Margaret Karram:  Hello to all! Hi to all, heartfelt greetings from Rocca di Papa to all of you
linked throughout the world for this event.

Paolo Balduzzi: Welcome to everyone! We are so happy to begin celebrating Christmas all
together. 

Margaret:  As  you have  probably  understood  from the  initial  video we have  given  this
Conference  Call  the  title:  “The  Gift”.  And  through  the  stories  we  will  tell  you,  through  our
experiences, we would like to give a gift to you all.

Paolo: Let’s start straight away. We’ll start our trip around the world and first we’ll go to
Turkey. We should have on the line A’gi, from Hungary and Nadir from Iraq who live in Istanbul.
Let’s see if they’re there. Hello?

A’gi and Nadir: Hi! Yes, hello, we are here!
Paolo: Hi, welcome!
A’gi and Nadir: Thank you!
Paolo: Greetings from all of us here.
Nadir: Thank you, we also greet you all.
Paolo:  We all took part in the Pope’s journey first to Ankara and then to Istanbul for the

visit to Patriarch Bartholomew. You who were there, how did you live this event?
 

A’gi: Yes. It was the third time that the Pope and the Patriarch were meeting together in
2014. It seems that this path towards unity between the two Churches is being hastened. We were
also directly involved for this trip, in the service of both the Catholic and the Orthodox Churches,
especially with the journalists and in the house that welcomed the Holy Father.

Paolo: And how did the people over there react?
Nadir: Well,  like  never  before  the  TV  and  the  Turkish  papers  covered  this  event  in  an

extraordinary way. The Turkish population received positively the image of this Pope as a “normal”
person who knows how to draw close to everyone. Among the many things that he gave was an
encouragement  to  discover  the  positive  side  of  this  country.  In  particular,  his  message  of
brotherhood for Turkey and for all of us focusing that Turkey can really be a contribution in being a
bridge between countries. 
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Margaret: Thank you Nadir, thank you A’gi! Thank you also to your beautiful city, Istanbul,
which really connects two continents, thanks to all!

Nadir: Thanks to Him!
Paolo: Thank you!
A’gi and Nadir: Thanks to you, bye, greetings to all.

Margaret:  And now let’s  see  who we have  here  with  us  in  the  hall.  First  of  all,  we’ll
introduce ourselves: I am Margaret, I was born in the Holy Land and I lived there, besides a five
year pause in Los Angeles where I did studies on the great religions. A few months ago I arrived
here in Rome.

Paolo: My name is Paolo, I was born and lived in Loppiano. For a few years I’ve been living
in Rome and I’m a freelance journalist.
We would like to greet some of the people here, let’s start with a group of friends coming from
Latina, which is in the south of Rome: there are about seventy of them, and let’s give them a round
of applause, welcome! (Applause) Two of them, Antonio and Lorenzo, who are father and son are
going to read the messages which will come from you. (Applause)

Margaret: Among us here, there are some representatives of the 600 men and women
focolarini  who are  having their  meeting  at  Castelgandolfo.  We greet  them with all  our  heart.
(Applause)

Paolo: Then there are also some members  of  the International  Secretariat  of  the New
Humanity Movement, welcome to all of you! (Applause) Before we begin we would like to thank
straight  away  all  of  you  who have  sent  us  pictures,  experiences,  stories  and  contributions  to
establish this conference call. We would also like to thank all those who through great and small
donations, have helped us to sustain this link-up. A very big thanks to you, with all our heart.

And during this live transmission, as always, you can write to us. I’ll give you all the details:
through SMS and the number is 00 39 for those who call from outside Italy,  3428730175  or via
email:  collegamentoch@focolare.org. You can also post your comments directly on the webpage
or through Facebook looking up: Collegamento Ch. 

CONGO:  A LAND MARKED BY THE SPIRITUALITY OF UNITY

Margaret: Let’s start our trip and we’ll go to Congo, an immense country with many big and
small  communities who live the spirituality  of  the Movement.  Let’s  see what  happened there
recently.

(music)
Speaker:  72  million  inhabitants,  hundreds  of  ethnic  groups,  242  languages  spoken.  It’s

difficult to take a photograph of the Democratic Republic of Congo, with a surface area as big as
that of Western Europe. Its land produces abundant gold, diamonds, oil, but also coltan, a rare
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metallic  ore  essential  for  the  production  of  computers  and  cell  phones/mobiles.  The  greed  of
multinational corporations and corruption at all  levels  controlling the vast resources cause the
tragic wounds that the civilian population has been living for more than twenty years: wars with
millions of deaths and thousands of child soldiers,  violence of all  kinds caused by around sixty
armed groups. Consequently, hunger, diseases, sexual assaults and systematic abuses, uprooted
people ...

Aga Kahambu, delegate of the Movement in Congo (in French): The Democratic Republic of
Congo is a big country of contrasts. The spirituality of the Focolare Movement is an answer to
these challenges. We should not be discouraged but we have to face them.

Speaker: In  1991  the  first  focolare  was  opened  in  Kinshasa;  and  20  years  later  in
Lubumbashi, in the province of Katanga. The transfer of two families to Kikwit in the southwest,
and to Goma in the northeast, has made it possible to follow the big family of Chiara in this vast
region. One family, despite the tragedies, was able to go ahead together.

Julie      Katoto (in French): We are André and Julie Katoto, a family focolare of Lubumbashi;
we transferred to Goma three years ago. We have four children, three boys and a girl.

André Katoto (in French): Five local communities have come to life in the city of Kindu and
at the end of July we organized a Mariapolis. 

Speaker: The Focolare communities’ first concern during this year was to contact groups or
people who remained isolated in these past years in some regions of the country.

Marisa Sechi, focolare of Kinshasa: After the wars, the interior roads that connect cities and
provinces almost disappeared. But Providence was never lacking. Thanks to some contacts,  we
were able to use the airplanes of the United Nations.

Alain   Bertrand, focolare of Kinshasa: I had to fly with helicopters over the tropical forest in
the direction of Isiru and Wamba where we held two Mariapolises. Then we had to go to the
growing local community in the other town of Dungu,. Our trip took 16 hours because of the 8
punctures in the tyres of the motorbike, so we had to spend the night in the forest.

(Music - Caption: Mariapolis of Mbuji-Mayi)
Man (in  French):  What  impressed  me  most  is  that  the  Ideal  of  the  Movement  invites

everyone, Christians and those of other religions, to live in unity and to cultivate mutual love.
Young woman (in French): Today, when they spoke to us about mutual love, I decided to

reconcile myself with everyone.
Woman (in  French):  It’s  the first  time that  I  participate in a Mariapolis.  I  found it  very

interesting.
Man (in French): If life was really like this everywhere in the world, it would be like heaven

on earth. 
Priest (in French): When we go back home we will try to ensure that our parishes become

true homes of fraternity, love and unity.
Paulo Melo, delegate of the Movement in Congo (in French): We had the joy to welcome

people from the Middle East, France, Italy and Belgium, who were willing to come and spend their
holidays here, with a great commitment of communion that allowed us to reach many places in
this enormous country. 

Erik Hendriks (in French): With a couple from Goma we went for two family meetings in the
East, in Kivu, where there has been great conflict.
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Hennie  Hendriks  (in  French):  It  was  very  important  that  each  one  of  us  could  live  an
experience outside of our own culture; you can read and get information from the television, but
living with these people changes you completely; you become a person open to the world, we’re no
longer as we were before ...

Erik (in French): In this sense it is an experience of reciprocity; it’s amazing what the Ideal
does in those couples, in those situations; it also helps us in Europe, in our daily life and also in our
family.

Aga Kahambu (in French):  This  reciprocity  of  love made us experience in Congo that  a
united world is a reality. Congo did not go to the East or to Europe, but through our brothers and
sisters who came we experienced that a united world is not a utopia. We have really experienced it.
(Applause)

BELGIUM: CONCERT OF FRATERNITY

Paolo: We have spoken about a gift. To wrap up a present well it needs patience, time and 
it also needs some effort, but then in the end we see the results. This is what happened in 
Belgium, where Christians and Muslims established something together. Let’s watch.

A Noufissa (in French):  It’s true, there is a path that led and encouraged me to bring about
this  concert.  As  a  Muslim  and  together  with  the  Focolare  Movement,  which  is  a  Christian
Movement, we have been journeying for over 20 years, with women and men, and so we finally
said that we have to accomplish something that will bring us together. So I thought of the concert
of fraternity.

It’s true that all the preparations required nearly a year of hard work. There have been ups
and downs, but everything was carried out. From the beginning, I insisted that everything should
be prepared by a group of Christians and a group of Muslims, also among the young people, the
protagonists of the evening. We can say that, on that day, we strongly felt the presence of God.

The important thing is that we created a masterpiece. With the tensions and hatred that
exist in the world, what we accomplished was like a little piece of heaven on earth; and this is not
evident. Even now we still receive testimonies, emails, text messages, saying how happy they were
to have participated in the concert.

Isabelle  Focant (in  French):   On the day of  the concert,  they  asked us  to  welcome the
children’s choirs. There was a boys choir from Germany, most of them were Christians and a choir
of Muslim girls.

There  were  many  prejudices  among  them  and  even  the  fear  of  the  other,  a  lack  of
openness. These young people were really able to meet and dialogue together. Eventually, they
realized that these differences surely exist, but deep in their heart they all have the desire to live for
peace, and it is this what they could bear witness to, singing together during the evening. 

(song and applause)
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TRIESTE  (ITALY) AND JÁNOSHALMA (HUNGARY): THE CUBE OF PEACE FROM SCHOOLS TO THE 
CITY

Paolo: Here it is, do you recognize what this is? Look, let’s turn it round a little bit, there, do
you see: it’s a special cube. Let’s watch.

 
Boy: Let’s take the cube and launch it. Then something will come out like: “Love all” and

then “Be the first to love” and then “Forgive those who hurt us”.
 

Girl: The cube has also helped us to be better at school and at home.

Boy: The cube helps us to live peace. 
(music in the background)

Margaret: Some time ago, we told you about the Peace garden in Trent, and the path of the
schools that live the cube of peace. This project has also spread to other cities, including Trieste.
On November 21st, the deputy-mayor Martini inaugurated in the city park, the peace garden and
the cube of peace.

Paolo: Also in Jánoshalma, South of Hungary, a large cube is now mounted in the central
park of the city. The cube is larger than one meter on each side and it can be “launched”, by
turning it in different directions, and you can be inspired by the phrase that comes up. (Applause) 

Thanks to all  those who are committed in making known this  cube in as many cities as
possible, and later we will also launch it together. For now I leave it to our friends. Thanks.

Margaret: We would like to know whether any messages or letters have arrived?
Antonio:  Yes. We have two messages: “Greetings from the community of Porto. We are

with you too, happy to receive and build this gift to give to Jesus present in today’s humanity.”
Lorenzo:  Rassim, a Muslim focolarino from Algeria, writes to us: “Greetings directly from

the focolare of Tlemcen, I’m with you in God and with Chiara for this united world and universal
fraternity. Rassim.” (Applause)

SYRIA: A LONG WAR AND MUCH SHARING IN THE MIDST OF SUFFERINGS

Margaret:  An Italian writer, Tiziano Terzani, once said: “War is a sad thing, but even sadder
is to make a habit of it.”

We interviewed Rahmé of Damascus, from Syria, let’s listen to what she has to tell us.

Rahmé Breiki  (in Arabic)  : We are living through very difficult times because of the war,
which you all know by now, it is a very harsh and long war. It has been going on for more than 3
and a half years, we live in the midst of very strong daily tensions. We’re always in fear of attacks
by armed groups and at the same time of the mortar shells and rockets falling everywhere and no
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one knows exactly where. (music) In addition to this, often we have no water, no electricity, no
petrol; especially now with winter,  there’s neither electricity nor fuel so it’s very difficult to get
warm. There’s always the risk that we leave the house without knowing if we will return or not...
but we always feel that we are in God’s hands. (music)

As the Focolare community in Damascus and also in the other regions of Syria, we feel a
great grace, the grace of the Focolare Movement, the grace of the Ideal. That is, we too can live
now, in this war, what was experienced at the beginning of the Movement with Chiara. Now we
understand more the meaning of: “it was wartime...” (music)

There are so many families who have been displaced and have left their homes, some of
them have taken refuge outside the country and went to Jordan and Lebanon or in other countries,
but there are also those who did not leave Syria.  We decided to do a small  project  for them,
because they have lost everything, they left home without anything, so we offered them practical
help and spent time with them. ... This is how a very beautiful relationship was established among
us.  I  remember  very  well  that  some  of  these  families  wanted  to  get  to  know  the  Focolare
Movement and they came to the Word of Life meetings. ... Now some of them go to visit other new
families just as we did before with them.

I feel that we always have to be instruments of peace in a very simple way, but it’s not
always easy. … I feel it’s important to try to have peace within me because otherwise it is difficult
to give this peace to others. ... We in Syria are very different from one another, there are Christians
and Muslims, this is a rich diversity, but sometimes this richness is understood differently. So it’s
very important that in our relationships with others we learn how to accept and love them. … I feel
that this helps me to be an instrument for this peace. (Applause)

LOCAL COMMUNITIES IN ACTION  

Paolo: Giving, receiving, sharing. These are three gestures that describe the meaning of
Christmas  very  well.  They  are  simple,  practical  facts  that  speak  of  the  life  of  big  and  small
communities. Let’s take a rapid journey to Korea, India, Malaysia and the Philippines.

(Caption: Korea)
Speaker: The Christmas period is also among the coldest of the year and the elderly, people

who are alone or disabled need coal to warm up their houses. In various cities of the country, the
young  people  have  begun,  even  through  the  social  media,  a  collection  of  funds  to  buy  the
necessary coal. They have experienced the great generosity of the community that manages to
cover the most urgent needs. (music)

(Caption: India) 
Speaker:  «Silent love sustains us, the smallest acts of love truly perform miracles… Thank

you!» These are words written by the community of the Middle East to the community of  New
Delhi,  where the production of  homemade egg pasta was the occasion to raise funds  for  the
families fleeing from the war. For the same reason in Bangalore they cooked and sold pizza. With
the proceeds the young people were also able to sustain their peers in difficulty. To dirty one’s
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hands for others is not only a catchphrase… (music)

(Caption: Malaysia)
 Speaker:  «We were left with the joy of ‘going outwards’ to make others happy,» that is

what the community of Penang wrote, in  Malaysia after having visited an orphanage where 20
children and teenagers from the ages of 3 to 16 live. Playing and singing with them and preparing
gifts together was the opportunity to share the joy of an act of love. 

(Caption: Philippines)
Edward (IN ENGLISH): Ciao. I’m Edward from Tacloban City, Philippines. November 8, 2013

the strongest typhoon ever recorded in history hit the Visayan region of the Philippines, affecting
many of us. Because of this, the ‘Youth for a United World’ launched ourselves in order to give
Christmas dinners for families affected by the typhoon. We held Christmas parties for them and we
gave toys and gifts. 

Because of the sufferings of the people in the areas we visited, we moved into the ‘Start
Again Project’. Last March we wanted to build relationships with the people we are helping. Thus,
15 young people from different countries who were spending some time in Mariapolis Pace, in
Tagaytay went to the devastated areas to give smiles to the children. 

Throughout  the  year  we  received  multiple  awards  and  recognitions  from  the  different
schools and institutions we are helping but more than all of this we are motivated by the love the
people  gave  to  us.  More  than  a  year  after  this  typhoon,  we wanted  to  make sure  that  they
celebrate their Christmas in a festive manner; remembering the true meaning of this season which
is greater than all the suffering they experienced. (Applause)

Paolo: This  week we have been waiting quite anxiously for  news of the latest  typhoon
passing  through  the  Philippines.  Fortunately  we  heard  that  its  strength  became  weaker  as  it
progressed and the evacuation plan saved many lives. In these days we often communicated with
Nikko of Manila who kept us up to date on the situation. There he is, do you see him? We know
that the “Start Again Project” goes ahead and the day after tomorrow, on Monday, a group of
youth and adults will go to the calamity areas as planned. They will bring gifts for children and all
kinds  of  basic  necessities  in  some districts  of  Manila  and in  four  cities  in  the  Visayas  region.
(Applause)

Margaret: The cover of the last edition of the “Time” magazine in 2014 is dedicated to the
“Person of the year”. This year the award was not given to just one individual but to all the workers
committed in the fight against the Ebola virus. The main reason is that they have saved  human
lives while risking their own.

Among the many “heroes” there are 18 Xaverian missionaries working in five cities of Sierra
Leone. One of whom is Fr. Carlo, with the community of the Focolare Movement in Makeni. We
recorded a phone call with them yesterday morning. Let’s listen to it.
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Paolo: Hello Father Carlo, we are very happy to hear your voice!
Father Carlo di Sopra: Hello Paolo, hello everyone. We are also happy to be there with you.
Paolo: Great. Father Carlo, how is the situation there regarding the Ebola virus?
Fr. Carlo: Well, unfortunately here in Sierra Leone, the virus is still not under control. The

victims have now reached 1,823 since it began, but there are up to 80-90 new cases each day. The
statistics given to us concern only the confirmed cases, but doctors say there are many more. And
this despite the efforts of the government and the international community.

Paolo:  How is the population reacting?
Fr. Carlo: Even here there are different reactions: sometimes people deny the virus, they

deny that it exists, so they don’t take the necessary precautions. Sometimes there is panic, above
all when people begin to see the ill person are taken away in isolation and then they hear no more
of them. 

Here you always live together with others, and to be isolated is a terrible thing. That’s why
many people are hiding; they don’t tell  the truth. They run away to the villages, but the virus
spreads in this way.

There is sadness because the economy, even the local economy is paralyzed. Schools are
closed  and  nobody  knows  until  when.  Hospitals  are  not  operating  anymore,  except  as  clinics
because many doctors were infected, as you know. There is a great desire to return to normal life.

Paolo:  Of course, yes. Can you tell us something more of what the Xaverian missionaries
are doing and how the Focolare community live this situation?

Fr. Carlo: We are especially following the families in quarantine, those families who have
had Ebola cases and for this reason they have been isolated. Since they cannot move around and
they cannot get food, we try to help them by bringing them food.

It’s not that we are “heroes”, we don’t feel that we are. We were also afraid especially in
the beginning,  but  then by  trying  to  love  and making  ourselves  one with  everyone,  we were
gradually learning how to make ourselves useful. Sure, sometimes I too thought that after so many
years of war, this was just what we didn’t need in Sierra Leone. But recently, Emmaus helped me
understand that I am not in a corner of the world but in the heart of what Chiara calls the ‘Super
Love’. One day an old man during a visit to a quarantined family said: “God has not abandoned us,
His love comes to us through you.” We try to keep this Love alive also with the small community of
the Ideal. A Gen once wrote that she could not do much, but she put her trust in Jesus in the
Eucharist at Mass every day and then she always tried to ‘smile’ at Jesus Forsaken during the day.
We can’t hold meetings, but in many places we meet in small groups for the Word of life and for
the conference call that arrives a week later, but this makes us feel part of this big family. I would
just like to take this opportunity to truly thank everyone for the prayers, for the concrete help and
for the unity during this difficult period.

Paolo: We should be the ones to thank you, thank you Father Carlo, and we thank you all,
you who are there in the frontline. A heartfelt thank you and Merry Christmas from all of us!

Fr. Carlo: Thank you, thank you. Let’s go ahead together! Thanks to all.
Paolo: Sure, certainly. Count on us! Ciao.
Fr. Carlo: Bye. Thanks to all, ciao. (Applause)
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Margaret: A timely and concrete response to what is being lived in Sierra Leone comes 
from Taipei, in Taiwan. We would like to call Valentina who lives there and is studying Chinese. Are 
you there?

Valentina: Yes, hi!

Margaret: Hi Valentina.
Valentina: Hi! Here in Taipei we read together the experience of John, a Gen of Sierra Leone

and about their suffering because of the Ebola virus. Therefore all  together we decided to do
something practical because we saw that the problem is that money is not enough. Food is lacking
and many people are dying of hunger.

So, for example, we sold cakes and young university students and also those not of the
Movement participated in the initiative. Among the many people there were also some of African
origin who thanked us for the initiative for “their Africa”, to which one of our Gen answered: “in
fact your Africa is our Africa, the Africa of everyone, because we are all brothers and sisters.”

Now we are organizing other activities with also the Gen 3 and Gen 4, because even if in
our small way we cannot solve this enormous problem, what matters is to struggle all together for
a  united world.  And then we hope  that  everyone may find  our  experience  and do the same
because there is a great need.

Margaret: Yes, that’s true. Thank you Valentina, we all greet you! Ciao.
Valentina: Thank you very much, bye, ciao ciao. (Applause)
Margaret: For those who would like to help fight against the Ebola virus in Sierra Leone, 

these are the bank details, as you see them written on the screen*. And then for any other 
information you can  go to the AMU website: www.amu-it.eu. Thank you.
* Current bank account registered to: Associazione Azione per un Mondo Unito Onlus - Via Frascati 342 - 00040 Rocca 

di Papa (Roma, Italy) / IBAN Code: IT16 G050 1803 2000 0000 0120 434 /  SWIFT/BIC Code: CCRTIT2184D / Description:

Emergenza Ebola.

ITALY:  A IM-POSSIBLE LIFE

Paolo: «Life is an opportunity, benefit from it. Life is precious, do not destroy it. Life is life,
defend it.» These are the words of Mother Teresa of Calcutta. Now we will tell you a story that
conveys the meaning and beauty of life. This is the story of Chiara Espa.

(music - caption:  Cagliari, Italy)

Marco Espa: Our adventure with Chiara began when she was born. A few months after her
birth, she manifested serious health problems. It was obvious for us because despite the fact that
we were very young, it was clear that Chiara was not well since she had serious epileptic seizures. 

Ada Anchisi: We were told and therefore it seemed that we have a daughter with problems
that no other child had ever had... (music)

Marco: Very good specialists explained to us how Chiara, with her extreme situation, could
harm us. This situation could also damage our marriage, and this could even lead to divorce.
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Ada: And so, the doctor suggested that we put Chiara in an institution where qualified
people, more experienced than us, could have taken care of her in the best possible way.

Marco: Convinced that perhaps the difficulties in  the family would come about just  the
same beyond those possible problems of its own members, we simply smiled given this statement
because the person who said it was a top level physician, but he was actually separated from his
wife and he had no children with disabilities.

Ada: In fact for us, precisely due to her disability and her problems, Chiara was the reason
for a greater bond, a greater unity between Marco and I. In the sense that she almost forced and
obliged  us  to  establish  a  greater  communication  among  us,  with  a  lot  of  involvement  and
understanding. This strengthened our relationship. (music)

Ada: After a first moment of confusion, we established a special understanding with her.
Thus, we felt all her strength, all her love, all her need to be loved, but also all her effort to be the
first to love.

Marco: It was Chiara who showed us how to do things, what to do, not with words, but in
helping us to be empty of ourselves so as to understand the right pathway to take, moment by
moment, in every situation, in spite of the difficulties, in spite of the pretty extreme situation.

(music – poster: ABC – Associazione Bambini  Cerebrolesi  [Association of Brain-damaged
Children] Sardinia)

Marco: We began to contact other families. By chance we met other families who didn’t
want  give in to bring their children to an institute. With them we established a first association,
with three families. It began in Sardinia and then it gradually spread throughout Italy. From there,
we really started an institutional battle for these persons in an extreme situation to acquire their
right to live in their own communities and to live in their own home.

Ada: It  is very rewarding for me, very important to know that from Chiara’s birth these
developments  came  about.  For  example,  we  now  have  the  possibility  to  have  a  personalized
project.  In the year 2000 we were a part of the first 123 projects, now there are 38,000, this
means... 38,000 people, each one with a name, each one with their own health specialist, hence
jobs that have been created so as to transform illicit work into regular employment. And who does
this? A child with severe brain damage.
(environment and music)

Ada: I remember I had moments of great crisis, of much suffering in which you really don’t
understand the reason why, you no longer understand the meaning of things. It can also happen
that you say: it’s better to die, it’s better that I die, it’s better that my husband dies, my child... but
it’s a phase. This means that it is as if the family has its own resources to be relieved from this
moment, and thus it can proceed along its own path, in building one’s own family, if it is supported!
(music)

Marco: We experienced this personally, just as Chiara experienced what she experienced,
that the gift of God does not exist if there is no relationship, if there isn’t a community that moves,
if there is no love.

Ada: If we truly try to create a better society focused on the so-called weaker people, then
the whole community benefits.

(music and captions: 
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Chiara Espa died on July 15, 2014,
she was 27 years old,
she would have had to live only a few months.

/Thanks to the battle for Chiara and the families in Sardinia
The 162/1998 law was approved,
concerning support measures for people
with severe disabilities.

/Among other things, the law provides
forms of home care, personal help
and personalized plans.

/In 2014, in Sardinia 
38,000 personalized projects were subsidized,
destined to 38,000 severely disabled people,
saving 300 million euro yearly on health expenses.)

BRAZIL: REMEMBERING TICO DA COSTA

Margaret: Even a person who leaves this earth can continue to love. 
Now we’ll go to Brazil, we’ll see what the friends of Tico da Costa did. Tico was a musician 

who died five years ago. His friends remember him every year with a concert. Let’s watch.

Tico da Costa (sings): “I thought of singing a song, a song for you ….”1

Tico da Costa:  Many people ask me: when did it all begin? How did you understand that
music was going to be your life? Since I was a child, three, four years old, I already felt this very
strongly, this vocation for music and I was always a bit afraid that God would tell me, “No, you’re
not going to be an artist, you’re gonna be a bricklayer” – Oh my goodness ... (laughter) When I was
older around 15, 16 years old, I felt a kind of certainty as if it came from the stars, from heaven,
from the universe; and I was very struck and until now this certainty I have it here, in my mind ...
like so many others, in the moment when we understand our calling, our vocation, which in my
case is to go through the world, enabling people to sing and to make people happy ...

(song in Portuguese) 

Speaker: Tico da Costa, a Brazilian musician and songwriter,  left a legacy of over 2,000
works of which songs, music and hundreds of short stories and poems for children.

1
  At the Gen Meeting 1976 at Rocca di Papa, next to Chiara Lubich. 
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His friendship with Chiara Lubich deeply influenced his life and his art. In his 40-year career he
recorded 18 albums of which 6 in Italy and 5 in the United States. (song)

The show “Many voices, one song”, was held at the Riachuelo Theatre of his city, Natal in
Brazil. This is an annual event in memory of Tico, which is now on its sixth year and more than 450
performers from different countries of the world have taken part in these years. (song)

Many have been the testimonies sent by musicians and people who knew him. Here’s what
the director Lina Wertmüller said:

Lina Wertmüller – Director: I don’t know why I cannot but imagine him as a butterfly, a 
colourful butterfly. What is a butterfly? It’s something ... a little magic of colour and beauty that 
passes in a sky of springtime and then disappears. It lives only a day but it leaves a trail of beauty. 

(music and applause) 
caption: www.ticodacostaoficial.com.br / www.ticodacosta.com

(applause)
Margaret: From this hall we would like to send, from the whole world, a heartfelt greeting 

to Sara and to her children who are following us from Natal in Brazil. A very special greeting. 
(Applause)

We would like to know from Lorenzo and Antonio, are there any other messages?

Antonio: Yes, very many messages. We’ll only read some of them. “Greetings from Sydney. 
Thank you for this fantastic moment of family together which makes us all one.”
“Thanks for this link-up, we are following very well. Thank you for this Christmas gift from 
Panama.”

Lorenzo: Enzo from Latina writes: “It’s amazing how the conference call is able to make the 
whole human family feel united, with its joys and sufferings.”

And also from the community of Honduras they write: “We are happy to see this wave of 
mutual love which invades the earth like many fires and it gives much hope.”

Antonio: “The link-up truly makes us visibly one in the whole world. We are with you all, 
from Indonesia.”

And then greetings from the Gen of Montet: “We are very happy to see the fruits of our 
unity in bringing universal fraternity in the world.”  

Lorenzo: from Belem, Brazil, they write: “In my diocese too the cube of love is working, 
wanted by the bishop.”

“Thank you, Congo, for the freshness of the evangelical Ideal. We really need it in Europe.”
Margaret: Wonderful! (Applause)

SOME SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF 2014

Paolo: All right. Let’s change, let’s do something a little bit different now. 
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Do you have in mind when towards the end of the year the family gets together and we pull
out the year’s pictures. We go and see what we have done, the holiday pictures, experiences, well,
today we would like to do this. Imagine that we are in the living room at home, we have taken
some pictures of different situations and we would like to comment on them together with some
friends, so as to get to know them a little more. All right? Do you agree, Francisco?

Francisco Canzani: Yes, I agree.
Paolo: Thank goodness, great because I’ll start from him.

Francisco Canzani, from Uruguay, a lifetime in Argentina and it’s a very few days that you are here
in Italy.

Francisco: It’s five days.
Paolo: Five days. So, the first picture is for you, let’s look at it together.
Francisco:  It’s  the meeting in  March,  of  Chiara and the religions.  It  was  a  very special

moment. This photo is significant because of this book “Il Fratello” (Our Neighbour), because six
religions, three hundred people, fraternity. In the Ideal  everyone recognized a contact point,  a
meeting point. Then they recognized Chiara as their mother, and this was striking.

I came with a group of Jewish friends.
Paolo: Argentineans.
Francisco: Argentineans. This then continued, this relationship of fraternity that the charism

creates.  Something quite surprising. I  had never participated in a meeting with many religions
together, only with Jews and Christians, and it was truly amazing. 

Paolo: Perhaps this was the newness, the fact that many religions were all together for the
first time.

Francisco: Yes, something new for the Movement and especially the great newness of truly
feeling that we are brothers and sisters. 

Paolo: Great. Thank you, Francisco.
Instead, on my right there is Géneviève Sanze, she comes from the Central African Republic,

she lived for 17 years in Ivory Coast. Géneviève, you too have just arrived here in Rome a few
weeks ago. So the second picture is for you. Let’s look at it together.

This  has  to  do  with  the  crisis  in  employment.  The  economic  situation…,  this  is  the
Parthenon, in Greece, where we know that there is a very serious economic crisis, job search,
poverty. We heard from some statistics that the soup kitchen of the Caritas in Rome for instance
are not only attended by the homeless, but ever more also by families who no longer make it to
reach the end of the month. The economic crisis touches us, it touches us all. What can we do?

Géneviève: Looking at this link-up today, I think we truly have the answer, the answer that
the charism gives us, which is the communion of goods. We see it in these experiences of the
world that we have lived. Even when we think about the crisis, the crisis is something that touches
the whole of humanity, but Chiara before she left the earth she made us launch this Economy of
Communion, because it’s an answer of the Holy Spirit  that makes the Movement go outwards
towards humanity, and it leads us to live this experience of brotherhood and equality. 

Paolo: Thank you, thank you Géneviève. Now to Margaret.

Margaret: Thank you. So here on my left there is Maria Winken. Where are you from?
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Maria: I’m from Germany.
Margaret: I know that it’s many years that you work for ecumenism.
Maria: Yes.
Margaret:  Let’s  look  at  this  photo  together.  I  don’t  know  whether  you  are  able  to

understand that these are different signatures written under a text which I think was a Pact.
Maria:  This  reminds  us  of  the  ecumenical  meeting  of  bishops  that  took  place  here  in

November in the Church of St. Nilus. They signed this Pact of mutual love. But it also reminds us
that our specific goal is to live, work and contribute to the unity of Christians. We already so do in
various ways. For example, if we think of the men and women focolarini of various Churches with
whom we already bear witness to mutual love that unites us and we also do so in various ways: in
the  dialogue  of  life,  where  we discover  all  that  unites  us  already  as  Christians  together.  This
common patrimony that we can already live together. 

I would also say that this year we had some wonderful examples of this dialogue of life, for
example  in  Greece for  the first  time two books  were published in  modern Greek.  They were
presented in Athens and Thessaloniki and then also in Cyprus, where Orthodox and Christians were
present at the presentation. These books of Chiara, one of which also holds the presentation of
Patriarch Bartholomew, already bring about fruits. 

Another moment that I personally experienced was a School of ecumenism held here. We
prepared it as Centro Uno to get to know the variegated world of the Pentecostal Churches, with
whom we come into contact more and more. We calculate that there are about 500 million in the
world. At this School there were 120 participants with 10 Pentecostals of Europe, who already
knew us a little, but we discovered how much the spiritual life unites us and how sensitive they are
to the charisms. 

On the last day one of them said: “Give us Chiara, make us participate in her charism, we
need it.” This year we felt a new thrust to commit ourselves so as to give this gift for the unity of
Christians.

Margaret: Wonderful, great. (Applause)

Here on my right there is Cecilia. You come from another continent, right?
Cecilia:  Yes,  I  come  from  Latin  America,  I’m  Argentinean  and  I  lived  in  Buenos  Aires,

Cordoba, in different places. 
Margaret: I don’t know but do you remember something of geography from school?
Cecilia: Let’s see, we’ll see.

Margaret: Look at this photo. 
Cecilia: Oh!
Margaret: Tell me what this photo full of signs and words says to you.
Cecilia: Well, it’s a map full of knots of a network. It makes me think of the many activities

that  our  people  do  where  they  feel  their  blood  boil  facing  many  difficulties  and  many
countenances, which are not only misery and poverty in Latin America, but there are many other
countenances of suffering that today I see it in the link-up, are shared throughout the world. This
network also gave us trust, the desire to go ahead together, to enhance the value of every action
we do, and I’d say it also questions us on how to respond, on how we can go towards the outskirts
that the Pope is calling us to today, but that the charism also leads us to meet up with.
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Margaret: Wonderful. So is this photo really meaningful?
Cecilia: Yes, it is, these united hands. Then you discover that you too can be a gift one for

the other. 
Margaret: Thank you, Cecilia. (Applause)

Paolo:  Ok.  I’m  here  next  to  Diego,  Diego  Goller.  He  is  Italian,  he  lived  many  years  in
Germany, but now it’s a few years that he lives in Rome. So, Diego, do you like wine?

Diego: Very much.
Paolo: Very much, well I’ll show you the photo of a very special toast.
Diego: Ah! Wonderful! This is a beautiful moment, it reminds me… We were in Slovenia,

about a month ago, and here is a group of various Christian Movements, all Slovenians. In that
moment we had met together with a group of  those responsible of  Together for  Europe,  this
network of Movements that Chiara inspired some years ago.

Paolo: This is the photo of 2004.
Diego: Exactly, and we were in Stuttgart. Here there are also various Church leaders. Chiara,

Andrea Riccardi and other leaders, with the idea of giving a soul to Europe.
Chiara always said: let’s see what is the music score in heaven, let’s try to read it, in the

sense of seeing what the Holy Spirit gives us, inspires us for Europe, to establish a more reconciled
and united Europe. The next step to take that we decided upon in Slovenia was that of thinking
towards 2016 so as to do something in Munich, Germany, in the land of the Reformation, almost
500 years after Luther’s Reformation, so as to show the fruits of these 15 years of common life and
journey together. We hope that many people will participate and with some Church leaders. 500
years of division are enough, now we want a more reconciled Europe.

Paolo: Great. We’ll have lots to do.
Diego: Exactly. Thank you, Paolo.
Paolo: Thank you. (Applause)

Emmaus, it’s your turn.
Emmaus: It’s my turn.
Paolo:  It’s  Emmaus’  turn.  She  needs  no  introduction,  so  let’s  immediately  look  at  this

photo. This is the Clementine Hall, in the Vatican, there is Pope Francis greeting some people in
November. 

Emmaus: In November.
Paolo: What occasion was it?
Emmaus:  This  is  a  very  important  moment:  it’s  the  conclusion  of  a  meeting  among

Movements. There were about 300 people present of 100 Movements and Lay Associations in
general. It was a wonderful experience, truly great, because it was an experience that made us
discover in our rapport, in our relationship among all, that we are all children of the same root, and
the root is the Gospel. This was wonderful: to discover that we are all born from the Gospel. And at
the same time to discover the richness of the flowers and fruits that are born from this one root, a
richness that showed us how much the Holy Spirit  works and it also made us feel  rich of this
richness together and all joyful because of this richness. 

Paolo: Here there is Pope Francis who is speaking with you.
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Emmaus: He is greeting me.
Paolo: What are you saying to each other?
Emmaus: What are we saying to each other? It was something really great, because I’d say

that it was a particularly joyful and affectionate greeting. I felt it to be a moment of a real personal
and profound relationship with the Pope. Precisely in that moment I felt that he confirmed, in a
certain  way,  what  he  had  told  us  in  the  audience  he  had  granted  to  the  Assembly  of  the
Movement, that is, in a certain way he confirmed the characteristic of our charism of communion
that allows us to be the pathway for humanity so as to give the charism of unity that God gave
Chiara. 

I think this is it.
Paolo: Wonderful. Thank you, Emmaus.
Emmaus: Thanks to you. (Applause)

Margaret: Now we pass on to Jesús. You all know where he comes from…?
Jesús: From Spain.
Margaret: Look at the photo for you. “To the beloved daughter in Christ Clara Lubich,” with

a Pope’s stamp. Signed “Paulus VI.” This is a very special letter that Chiara received and it is in her
study.

Jesús:  Exactly,  yes,  yes,  this  refers to the meeting that  was held in  November,  the day
meetings of study that were promoted by the Chiara Lubich Centre and the Paul VI Institute. It was
the first time that something like this was held, the first time that the Paul VI Institute was holding
a meeting or a seminar with a person, because they held meetings on Paul VI and the ecumenical
reality, the social reality… They were days filled with much content. We took a journey through all
the dimensions of this very fruitful relationship: the social, historical, ecumenical, institutional and
theological dimensions. 

It’s  difficult  to  sum it  all  up but  I’d  say  that  what  we  understood is  this  truly  special,
providential convergence in a very special historical moment as the Second Vatican Council was,
this coming together of two gifts – precisely today that we are talking about a gift -,  two gifts
represented by these two people: the hierarchical gift in Paul VI and the charismatic gift in Chiara,
precisely to bring about the fulfilment of the Council. This was highlighted a lot and it was not any
kind of convergence, for the fact that they lived in the same time frame, because this was noticed
in other moments in history, it’s the fact that this convergence was mediated by a very personal
relationship. This is what came out and was the cause of great joy. 

Margaret: Fantastic, thank you. (Applause)

Now we pass to Pasquale Ferrara, a diplomat. He works with International relationships.
There is a very special photo for you. Look. “Nobody represents us, may everyone go away, cast a
blank vote.” I think that this shows us that politics is in crisis. What do you think?

Pasquale: Well, we certainly speak more and more of a crisis in politics and of institutions. I
believe that from this point of  view what Chiara said about politics is  very up to date, Chiara
defined politics as the love of all loves. Not power, not those who do politics as it is understood
today, but politics should enable societies and people to fulfil the plan of God on them. Therefore
it’s a totally different idea. I think there is a great need of this, because often we think of politics in
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a vertical sense, therefore who is in power, politicians as a profession. But politics is also above all
service, the common good and it means above all participation by citizens, a dimension that is
often forgotten. This is what defines the quality of institutions, the quality of politics, the quality of
democracy.

Margaret: I heard that you are preparing something special for March 20152. Can you tell us
something about it? 

Pasquale: It’s March 2015.
Margaret: Oh yes, 15.
Pasquale:  On March 13,  14 and 15 we are  not thinking of  having a celebration but  all

together to question ourselves today on what it means to do politics in the world today in the light
of the perspective of unity and especially in the light of this message that Chiara left us, that is, a
great nobility of politics. Chiara indeed spoke of politics as a vocation, and therefore the great
responsibility of those who do politics and especially today in a world in which I’d say globalization
is in crisis, ever more shows its inconsistencies, even its rifts, we need to consider the world in a
more universal dimension of unity. 

Margaret: So the event will be in Rome, and here is the address for those who want to
know more details. However other places in the world can also do something to remember Chiara
and all that Chiara had done in the this world of politics. Thanks to all of you. (Applause)

THE ART OF GIVING

Paolo: We have spoken of gift, of presents, we have seen many situations in this link-up:
situations of war and suffering, but we have also seen hope and joy of the steps ahead that we
have taken. So in a situation like this, in all the situations we live, how can we be a gift? What must
we give? What can we give?

This is how Chiara Lubich answered Fabiana of Milan and Francis of Congo.

(applause  and  caption:  Gen  3  Meeting,  22  June  2000  -  satellite  link-up  with  Chiara  from
Switzerland3)

(applause)
Fabiana: Hello Chiara, I’m Fabiana from Milan. Many times the communications media try

to push us towards consumerism by telling us that if we buy certain things we will live better and
be happy. How can we avoid falling into this trap?

Chiara: We must convince ourselves and others that consumerism does not bring happiness,
that  “having” is  not  what  makes  us  happy;  you become bored once you have that  bicycle  or
something else, you become bored. You might be happy for a while, but then you become bored.

2
 Lapse: She says March 2016 in Italian but it is March 2015.

3
 Answer #12
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Happiness is not having but giving. Try to give, and you’ll see how happy it makes you. Scripture
tells us: “There is more happiness in giving than in having.” This is what must be done, this is what
we must do too. We must love, because loving means giving. What should we give? Give a smile,
give your time to listen to someone, give advice, give a piece of bread, give something to wear.
Love, love always. If we love, we fill our hearts with happiness, and those of others, too, if we teach
them to love.
This  is  the right thing to do.  So good-bye to consumerism. When we put into practice  all  our
“culture of giving”, as we call it, you’ll see how these fanciful promises disappear, really, and what
truly makes all of us happy remains. 

(Applause and caption: Fontem (Cameroon), May 8, 20004)

Chiara: You’re from Congo.

Francis  (in French):  My name is Francis. This is Roberto’s question who was not able to
come and I’m asking it also on behalf of all the Gen 3 who weren’t able to come because of the
situation in Congo. … So, this is it:

Dearest Mama Chiara, we are the Gen 3 of Congo. We would like to live the culture of
giving like all the Gen 3 of the world; but we don’t know how to live it. There are many Gen 3
among us who do not have anything at all. They have only what they are wearing, one pair of
shoes and their families aren’t able to find something to eat every day. How can we live the culture
of giving if we really don’t have anything?

Chiara: Yes. First of all,  the culture of giving, for those who might not know this, is our
culture, because when you love, you give, you give, so we called it the culture of giving. You’re
right, we know of the great difficulties there are now in Congo, so he asks: “I don’t have anything
to give. We don’t even eat every day. I have only what I am wearing. How can I give anything to
the others?”

There is something you can give. First: you can give spiritual things. For example, do you go
to school?

Francis (in French): Yes, I’m studying.

Chiara: If, for example, your classmate is not very smart and he’s not able to study, you can
help him to study. This is like giving him a piece of bread.

Something else. If you see someone who has a doubt, who doesn’t know what to do, you
can give him advice, and say: “Listen, it would be good for you to do this.” The advice you give is
like a cup of milk.

There might be someone in the hospital who is suffering and complaining. You can say:
“You know, suffering is important, because it helps you to go to heaven”, you console that person.
Consoling someone is like giving him something to wear.

4
 Chiara Lubich to the communities of Africa, answer #3
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Maybe someone hurts you and you forgive him, as we saw before in that sketch – there was
a sketch on forgiveness. Forgiveness is like giving someone your home to shelter him.

Then someone might annoy you, maybe because he is noisy while you are trying to study.
You put up with him because we must put up with one another, you patiently put up with him, and
that’s another work of love; it’s as if you were giving him a vase of flowers.

And something else you can do is pray, which is a great act of love, a special act of love;
pray for the living, for your parents, your elderly people, pray for the living and the dead. These are
all things you can do. But I hope you will be able to do the other concrete things as well. You’ll see,
if you do these things, you’ll be loving God, and God will send “his providence”, as we say, and you
will also have bread, clothes… everything.

But  don’t  worry  because  I  told  Monika  Maria  that  “Providence”  arrived  especially  for
Congo. 

Francis (in French): Thank you Mama Chiara, thank you. (Applause)

CONCLUSION

Margaret: Emmaus, we are concluding this wonderful, rich link-up. What would you like to
wish the world for Christmas, for the new year? 

Emmaus: First of all, may it be a Christmas full of gifts and therefore full of joy, especially
gifts from Heaven. 

At the end of the is link-up and also at the end of this year in my heart I  feel  a great
gratitude to God for all that he has given us during this year. At the beginning of the year we had
said that we wanted it to be the year of “thanksgiving”. And this year that is about to start, what
will we do? Someone asked me this question: “What is the key word you’ll give us for this new
year?” Since this question arrived precisely on December 7th, the day that reminds us of that first
Yes of Chiara from which we were all born, precisely Jesus within told me: make this year the year
of the Yes. So I said: not only for me but for all of us who are born from that unique first Yes, let’s
make this year the year of the Yes. This means: facing every situation we want to say a joyful and
full Yes; not to doubt, ignorance or resistance to what God wants from us, not to raise problems.
No, always, Yes, Yes, Yes to Jesus who asks us something that may be unexpected, Yes to that
neighbour who needs our smile, our love, Yes to a suffering that comes suddenly and we were not
expecting,  Yes  to  Jesus  Forsaken  who  visits  us  in  that  suffering.  Yes  always.  May  this  year
throughout the world be a choir of Yeses and may these Yeses make Jesus happy, may they be the
best gift for Jesus who is born now, and may they make the world happy, all Jesus’ brothers and
sisters happy with that joy that comes from Jesus for Christmas. Many best wishes to all. 

Margaret: Wonderful. We are all ready to commit ourselves… (Applause).

Paolo: We have truly taken a trip around the world during this link-up, but our thoughts
and our heart always go to a special place. Let’s go to Bethlehem. 

(music)
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Woman: Heartfelt greetings from Bethlehem where Jesus was born bringing peace 
throughout the world! 

Man: We ask that His peace may reign on the earth. 
Girl:  We wish you a Merry Christmas and a New Year filled with gifts of life and love.
All together: Come and visit us!

(music)

Margaret: Let’s greet all those who followed us from Bethlehem and we would like you on
Christmas Eve to take us all precisely there in the stable. Bye to all.

Paolo: We’ll read you a message that has just arrived from three Gen 4. 
"Hello to everyone. We are Iker – I think -,  Maria Chiara and Amaia, three Gen 4 from

Bilbao, in the north of Spain, we are with our parents and our little brother Ian. Next weekend with
all the Gen 4 of the city we’ll go out on the street to take Baby Jesus and in this way we’ll help the
countries like Sierra Leone and Syria… Thanks for all the news that we heard today. In this way we
can explain to everyone better what is happening in these countries. We hope to collect a lot of
money. We wish you a Merry Christmas.” (Applause)

Margaret: We would also like to tell you that on the website of the Conference call, you can
see the address on the screen5, in the next hours you’ll find the individual pieces of news that we
can share with many friends. 

Before we conclude this link-up we have to thank with a truly heartfelt, deep thanks to the
whole editing team of the conference call. (Applause)

Paolo: Thank you very much. Editorial staff, technicians, translators, everyone.
Margaret: All those backstage, an immense thanks to you from the whole world for all the

work you are doing and that you have done with so much passion.
Paolo: Thank you! So our next conference call will be on February 28, 2015 at 4pm Italian

time. 
And then we began with them, we had to conclude with them too. BJ and Double U greet

us like this.

 (music)
BJ: A guiding star! (pause) A sign of peace. (pause) It should go to many places on the earth.

(pause) It doesn’t know where to start (pause) OHHHH
(music)
BJ: It’s a contagious star!
(music)

Margaret: Greetings to all.
Paolo: Merry Christmas. Best wishes and Merry Christmas to all
Margaret and Paolo (Greetings in Arabic, English, French and Portuguese)

5
http://collegamentoCH.focolare.org 
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Margaret: I think we have used up all our languages! Bye to all, Merry Christmas.
Paolo: Bye. Thank you. (Applause)
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